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Don't eat your veggies, drink them! If you're one of the millions of Americans who doesn't get their

recommended daily amounts of fruits and vegetables, juicing is the perfect solution! This book is

packed with 150 recipes to make consuming fruits and veggies fast, delicious, and fun,

including:Asparagus squash medleyGrape citrus apple juiceOrange lemonade lift-offBroccoli apple

carrot with parsley and lemon juiceStrawberry patch juice This handy guide explains why millions of

people have turned to juicing to help ward off everyday disorders like colds and migraines, promote

longevity, shed excess pounds, and prevent and treat serious diseases. Whether you want to get

more nutrients, cleanse your body of toxins, or prevent disease and live longer, juicing is the

answer!
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I am new to juicing and I just love this book! It has so many yummy recipes and it gives just enough

information on the nutritional aspects of the ingredients. My favorite part is the customized recipes

for just about any ailment you can think of. It's easy to read and well written. I have never liked

greens before and they have many recipes to help mask the taste. There are detailed sections on

vitamins and their function. This is an excellent home remedy book for all juicers. It has recipes for

weight loss, asthma, detox, bloating, cancer fighting, heartburn, the list goes on. I don't feel the

need to buy any other juicing books at this point.



Just got our copy today and I have already made a dent in reading it. I wasn't sure about this whole

juicing thing, but really wanted to try it after seeing Fat, Sick and nearly Dead, but he doesn't offer

any information about why things are good for you and what each offers. This book goes in depth

about the various fruits and veggies, what their flavors are, what goes with what, and which types

are best for certain health issues. There are a lot of recipes, most of which look really good! I can't

wait to dive into the various recipes!

This is a great book; it tells you all the healing properties of each fruit and vegetable, what they are

used for and how to make juice with them. I found it very informative and useful for me as I'm just

beginning to venture into the land of juicing. As someone who is not particularly fond of fruits and

veggies, this has been a very useful resource.

Great book, especially for beginners... I found this book easy to read and comprehend. With so

much information you would think you would get overwhelmed, not so... Each section is broken

down and each section has juicing recipes for various diseases. For example if you are having

digestion problems, there is a juice recipe for that, Diabetes juice recipes for that, even constipation!

From picking the right juicer to little eFacts and eAlerts this book has it all. Love it!!

I bought this book and "The Big Book of Juices" at the same time as I bought my first juicer, based

on reviews here at .com. I like the Big Book of Juices better.This book is okay, but chock full of

health claims for all sorts of juices and foods. I really don't need the health claims. I stopped reading

them after a few pages. If you're buying a juicer, you probably already know that fresh juice is good

for you, so you don't need all that health info. I suppose it might be more useful to someone not sure

of what they are getting into, or someone who is looking to ameliorate a certain ailment.There are

also plenty of recipes, different from the other book, and the ones I've tried so far are good, so it

was not a waste of money.

I was surprised by this book. I thought it was only a juicing book. But it is much more. It is a healthy

way of living. And I would recommend this book to anyone who wants to feel better and even loose

weight....but mostly to live a healthy life.

The recipes were okay (some really good), but it was difficult to find for example: all the things you



can make with vegetables or brocolli or apples. I should have read the description better. There was

way too much information at the beginning of each section when the pages could have included

more recipes.

The book certainly has quality information on juicing and the benefits associated with juicing. The

kindle apps for this book sucks, there is no index, limited search features and book marking is

limited.
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